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Autumn Ball, Furman Game Highlight Homecoming
Big Dance Series
Is UnusualrWill
Bring Two Bands

Thurmond To Be
Speaker During
Alumni Luncheon

Seven Seniors Elected
To Disciplinary Council

—■»—

Royce Stoenner and his band
will be the feature attraction at
Friday nights gala Autumn Ball
with the spotlight on Reggie
Childs and his orchestra for Saturday nights dance, Bob Potter,
Publicity Chairman of the Central Dance Association, announced
today. On Friday afternoon, Stoenner will present a free concert
from 5 until 6 in the Chapel and
all students are invited to attend.
The Louise Sheldon all girl
orchestra, previously announced
in The Tiger for Autumn Ball,
has been cancelled.
Stoenner, better known as "The
Young Man of the West", features "Skeets" Morris, former successful band leader, vocalist, and
trumpet player. This band has
performed at many well known
night clubs in America. An added
attraction will be the appearance
of lovely Janet Bruce, ex-Chicago
model, as vocalist.
Organized in 1938 and almost
entirely composed of veterans,
Stoenner's band is noted for its
"full ensemble" where every instrument is utilized in a predominately sweet type of music. It
has a solid, danceable, and eardelight appeal to those who prefer to listen to good music.
Saturday night will offer Reggie Childs and his orchestra. This
aggregation known as "The Rolling Styles of Reggie Childs", has
for more than ten years been one
of the nations top musical attractions and has made numerous recordings for both Victor and Decca record fans.
A native of London, Childs attended the Paris Conservatory of
Music. His past engagements include stopovers at the Hotel Commodore in New York, Hotel
Roosevelt in New Orleans, Rice
Hotel in Houston, and Louisville's
famous Club Madrid.
In a recent conversation with
T. A. Covington, Floor Chairman,
Childs stated a ratio of 3 sweet
numbers to one fast would be
played.
The C. D. A. said that a successful dance this time would result in a nationally famous band
here for Mid-Winters.
Plans are being made to place
the dates in the 4th Barracks and
the full cooperation of all boys
concerned will be appreciated.
Block tickets for students only,
cost $5.00. Single tickets are $2.50
Friday night semi-formal dance
and $3.00 for Saturday nights informal. Flowers can be ordered
from Clemmer and Clegg in 4128.

Blue Key Staff
Plans Directory;
First Since '42
Bob McKinnon, Civil Engineering Senor of St. George, heads
the Blue Key Directory staff
for the firsit publication sinc>^
1942. The directory will be dedicated to those members of the
fraternity who lost their lives
in World War II.
Also on the staff are Associate
Editors Bill Reasonover, Agricultural Economics Senior of Camden; Lex Sutherland, Textile Engineering Junior of
Columbia;
Wilbur. Greyard, Textile Engineering Senior
of
Greenville;
and Jim Perry, Textile Engineering Senior of Charlotte.
In order that information
concerning the membership
of the various chartered fraternities and clubs on the
campus make the deadline,
it is imperative that a complete list of officers, student
members, and faculty members of the respective organization be submitted before,
November 13, to room 8-201
Club Officers are requested
by the directory staff to cooperate.

Zoo Girls Visit
Presbyterians
The Presbyterian Student Association held a joint meeting last
Wednesday night with fifty visiting Presbyterian girls from
Furman University.
The program was in charge of
the Furman group and was presented by Anne Jenkins, Carrie
Babb, Anne Norris, and Eleanor
Rhame. After the program, Mr.
J. Roy Cooper, Arts and Science
'26, associate secretary of the Y.M. C. A., led a recreational period
which was participated in by
everyone.
The Presbyterian Student Association plans to habe a meeting
with the Furman Presbyterians
at a future date.

J. STROM THURMOND

Blue Key Taps
Strom Thurmond
Governor-elect J. Strom Thurmond was tapped an honorary
member of Blue Key, national
honorary leadership
fraternity,
following his speech at Vespers
in the college chapel on November 3. This honor was bestowed upon him by Will Kinard, President of the local chapter.
After the ceremony, he was
directed to the chapters
club
room where he was given the
oath of the Blue Key Also taking the oath was Walter "Chip"
Clark, a student member who
failed to be present ati the student tapping.
Mr. Thurmond then signed his
name to the Blue Key Register
which includes the signatures of
such notables as Secretary of
State James F Byrnes; the late
President of Clemson, Dr. S.
W Sikes; and President R. F.
Poole.

Plans To Relieve
College Laundry
Crisis Adopted
—<~—
A new system has been inaugerated at the college laundry
in an attempt to relieve the congestion and inconvenience in obtaining finished laundry. A list
of all laundry completed will be
posted daily at the cadet guard
room to facilitate a more' prompt
return of processed clothes.
The large number of returning former students and a lack of
experienced labor have been credited with the cause of the existing confusion and ineyffiaieincy
in that quarter.
Mr. Dillard, manager of the
college laundry, asserted that he
could appreciate the inconvenience being experienced by the
students and that measures were
being taken to overcome the obstacles and eliminate the bottlenecks. "However," he said, "until the new help becomes more
experienced, it will be difficult
to get production back to normal."
Even with an anticipated 3500
students next semester, as yet, no
steps have ben taken to enlarge
the present laundry facilities.

Saturday, Clemson will celebrate Homecoming, one of the
biggest and best events of the
school year with the spotlight on
the Furman - Clemson football
clash in the Memorial Stadium.
The kickoff is slated for 2:00 P.M.
This occasion will attract alumni and former students from the
entire nation and one. of the largEight of the most beautiful
est crowds in the history of the
girl friends of Clemson students
past few years is anticipated.
will grace the pages of the 1947
At 12 o'clock Saturday the
Taps, according to a statement
Clemson
Alumni
Association
released by Editor Hamp Wigplans a meeting of all members
gins.. These eight beauties will be
at the college field house. The
chosen by a nationally known
State President and Chairman, S.
judge from pictures entered by
C. McMeekin, of Columbia will
members of the student body.
preside and will introduce the
Any student may enter a picmain speaker, Governor-Elect J.
ture of the girt of his choice to
Strom Thurmond. Mr. Thurmond,
Dick Cathcart in room 2-101 bea graduate of Clemson's class of
fore November 25. Any type of
1923 and past president of the
pose in any picture will be acalumni association, is the first
cepted for the contest.
Clemson man ever to be elected
On November 27 the entire stuGovernor of South Carolina.
dent body will select by ballot
After the address by Mr. Thurtwenty-five of the entries to be
mond, the alumni will be the
sent to the judge, who will seTen men were recently iniated into Phi Psi, national honorary fraternity. They are kneeling honored
of "Captain" Harlect, in order the eight that he R. B. WiUey, Greenville; J. W. Webster, Greenville; L. S. Croxton, Kershaw; R. E. Christenberry, combe atguests
the
college
mess hall.
Greenville.
Standing
are
H.
R.
Vabrins,
Clayton,
Mo.;
J.
C.
Austell,
Blacksbcrg;
L.
F.
McMackin,
Lanthinks are the most beautiful. In
The
feature
attraction
of the
caster;
G.
P.
Robinson,
Lankaster;
and
M.
D.
Heaton,
Piedmont.
1943, John Robert P-wers, Modday will be the resumption of
el Agency in New York, made
one of the major gridiron classics
the selections.
of the state—the always colorful
The girl who is chosen the most
game between Clemson and her
beautiful will receive a copy of
arch rival, Furman. This tilt will
the 1947 Taps with the complibe the first between the two
ments of the staff. She and her
schools since Furman abandoned
date will be invited to the Taps
football in 1942, and is expected
Banquet and Ball in the Spring.
to bring forth plenty of razzleThe staff will present her with
dazzle and hard fought football
a corsage for this affair and her
that was so prevalent in their
escort with tickets to the dance.
pre-war meetings.
Sections of Taps are being sent
to the printer at present and work
One thousand three hundred
on the club section is being startand fifty seven of the two thoued. Editor Wiggins asks that all
sand nine hundred and sixty four
organizations desiring space in
students who registered for classthe yearbook notify Dan Kenneres in September entered the
ly in room 1-155 and submit accurate rolls.
school of Engineering.
Meeting recently to
ap.Business Manager Charlie Joye
A tabulation of students and
Twenty cadets were recent- has announced that the number
prove a 1947-48 buget and to
—♦—
the schools they selected are as
ly tapped into the Clemson Exe- of Taps available to persons outdispose of routine fall busiMr. J, Roy Cooper, Associate follows:
Beginning today Clemson will
cutive Sergeants Club. The new side the student body is limited,
ness, The Clemson College
Secretary
of
YMCA
at
Clemson,
have
a
new
book
and
supply
pledges carried the traditional and that anyone desiring a copy
Board of Trustees indicated
1,357
Engineering
was
elected
president
of
the
stustore
with
the
opening
of
L.
box for the old members and met should notify him at once.
that efforts will be made to
493
Textiles
'dent
secretaries
of
YMCA's
from
A
Crawford's
business
establishdaily on the Chopping Block
accomodate a student body of
360
Agriculture
colleges
and
universities
in
the
ment
across
the
street
from
Evans
(Small Parade Ground) for a
3500 at the beginning- of the
280
Arts and Sciences
south
at
a
meeting
held
at
Clem5
and
10.
program sponsored by the ZeFebruary semester.
221
Education
son
on
October
25-27.
This
store
will
buy
and
sell
bras in behalf of the old Pledges.
111
Chemistry
The Board also accepted a
second-hand books, which will
Mr. Cooper, who is an elecThose being received into the
grant of two thousand five
trical engineering graduate
of
Clemson's enrollment reached be of particular interest to all stuExecutive Sergeants Club were:
hundred dollars
from the
1927, served in the Army and has an all time high this September dents as these books have been
Newton Brackett, Rudolph AnFarm Foundation of Chicago
been connected with the Clemson when 2964 students registered for some of the most highly-inflated
derson, Dalton Miller, Van Deas,
—>•—
for the study of land tenure
YMCA for a number of years, classes. Of this number 2367 are articles on sale at Clemson.
Jack Liles, Julius Earle, James
systems in the Southeastern
The Jungaleers have almost
Also to be .handled by Crawformer students and 597 new stuPursley, Fred Norris, John KletMr.
N.
B\
Watts,
Associate
region, the studies to be made
ford will be supplies for engitner, Henry Black, Fred Bailey, completely filled their Christmas Secretary of the N. C.
State dents.
by the Clemson Department
neering,
textile,
chemistry,
and
Henry Chambers, Henry Lucius, Holiday openings and are sched- YMCA, was elected vice-presiThe distribution of classes is as
of Agricultural Economics in
Robert Friar, Henry
Herndon, uled to play for many of the dent, and Mr. Ernest Price, Gen- follows: Post Graduates, 27; Sen- architectual students and books
cooperation with U. S. DeClub dances over the eral Secretary of the Mississippi iors, 376; Juniors, 477; Sophomor- for those who have begun work
Claude Langston,
Bobbie Mit- Clemson
partment of Agriculture Ecostate.
in
their
major
fields
of
technichum, David Banks, Soloman Business Manager O'Neal Comp- State YMCA, was elected secre- es, 1012; Freshmen, 1069; and
nomics and with other Southcal study.
Hay, and Charles Vaughn.
tary.
Special Students, 5.
eastern States.
ton
announces
the
following
enCrawford,
a
textile
engineerThe old members are: Winston gagements for the Christmas
Mr. P. B. Holtzendroff, Jr.,
At the beginning of the session ing senior from Goldville, was a
Godwin, James Addison, William season:
Secretary' of the YMCA
here, 2206 students were housed in the student at Clemson before enAtkinson, Toxey Califf,
David
Dec. 23 at Florence for the Pee served as host to these secretaries barracks, including 150 in the tering the army in 1941. On beSojourner, and Wilburn Kelley. Deean Club
from ten southern states. In the gymnasium.
ing discharged from the Air Forces
Dec. 24 at Sumter for the Clem- course of the meetings Mr. H.
In the first semester of 1945 as a Captain with 186 flight misE
Robinson,
Georgia
State
YMCA
son-Sumter Club
there were 159 veterans regist- sions in Europe and China to his
Dec. 25 at Manning for the Secretary, stated that Mr. Holt- ered for classes, but this total has credit, Crawford re-enrolled in
SAVANNAH CLUB DANCE
zendroff is the oldest
YMCA been increased to 2150 this year. Clemson Since his return he has
Clemson-Manning Club
Plans have been completed for
Dec. 26 at Rock Hill for the student secretary as to length of
This overall capacity of 2964 been very active in students afthe resumption of the annual Sa- Clemson-York
service in the United States. He students
County Club
President R. F. Poole's office
is twenty seven per cent fairs and only recently was electvannah - Clemson Club , holiday
has been conedjted with
the greater than the pre war peak of ed president of the Veterans Org- has announced that Clemson ColDec.
27
at
Charlotte
for
\
the
dance.
Kappa Alpha Fraternity YMCA here for thirty years.
lege's Staff has been increased by
2334 students in September, 1940. anization.
The affair will be held in the Gamma
Dec. 28 at Greenwood for the
one hundred members.
Georgia citv, at the General
Of this number more than half
Oglethorpe Hotel on Wilmington Greenwood^lemson Club
Dec. 30 at Greenville for the
has been absorbed by three
Island, December 30.
Dancing
Greenville-Clemson
Club
schools: Art and.Sciences, Enginwill last from nine until two
Dec. 31 at Georgetown for the
eering, and Agriculture. Other
o'clock.
Esquire Club
additions were effected in the
Jan. 1 at Augusta for the EdgeMilitary Department, the Veterfield-Aiken-Augusta Club.
ans' Administration, The Clemson
Jan. 2 at Laurens for the LaurJoe C. Watson, Agricultural Library, and the School of Texens-Clemson Club
Engineering Senior, of
Ridge- tile and Chemistry.
Jan. 3 at Newberry for the
"Considering the facts that
spring,
was
elected
president
of
Newberry-Clemson Club
the reactivated Clemson Chapter few professors were trained durof the American Society of Agri- ing the war and that the demand
—-♦—
The Sears Roebuck Foundation
cultural Engineers at a meeting for them has sky-rocketed due to
The Clemson College chapter of
has recently allotted $1500.00 to
C. R. Smith, Chemical Engi- held October 28.
Thirty-eight the influx of veterans, we can
indeed " be thankful", said Dr.
the American Society of Civil
be awarded to the qualified neering Senior, of Lancaster, was new members were tapped.
freshmen in the School of Agri- elected President of Gamma LamOther officers elected
were Poole, stressing the college's good
Engineers has announced
the
culture at Clemson.
bda, Clemson's Chapter of Alpha James S. Evans, Senior, from fortune for both the quality and
pledging of 17 new
members
These scholarships are to be Phi Omega, a national service Orangeburg, Vice-Presidenit; H size of its reenforced faculty.
from the student body
The
—«-—
"One great factor is the return
not less than $100 per recipient fraternity, to succeed Walter L. Z. Duffie Senior, from Saluda
Clemson chapter is headed by
Clemson's Associated Charities, and those recipients must quali- Terrel, Mechanical Engineering was named Secretary-Treasurer; of all except three of our faculty
Hoyt L. Hendricks, of Conway.
sponsor of the Community Chest fy through a competetive examin- Senior, from Jacksoville, Fla., ac- Fred K. Norris, Junior, from Eu- who left at the start of the. war,
Drive,
has begun its campaign to ation. This sum is to be divided ting President since it was reor- tawville was elected Reporter. on military leave.", Dr. Poole
New initiates are
J. E, W. raise funds
to finance its "Red over the two semester school year ganized last spring. The Chapter Mr. Joe Richardson is faculty ad- added.
Galway, Greenville; W. T Hol- Feather" program
this year and of 1946-1947.
met Wednesday, October 30, for viser for the chapter.
royd, Anderson; W. W. McWhor- the goal of $1000 is
This is the first time since the the purpose of electing officers
expected to
New members
tapped were:
ter, Spartanburg; E. J. Hay and be exceeded.
beginning of the war that agri- for the current semester.
H. Z. Duffie, R. F. Martin, A, B
C. M. Trott, Charleston; J. L.
cultural
freshmen
have
been
ofElected Vice-President was T. Carwile, J. O. Betha, Carson CarAccording to Prof. B. H. StribGervais, John's Island; G. W.
fered this opportunity. In previ- E Boliver, Mechanical Engineer- michael, James S. Evans, M. FerBrown, Darlington; J P. Cal- ling, Chairman of the Commun- ous years many of the outstand- ing
Sophomore, of Columbia; cho- nandez, J. R. Lay,' H C McClure,
Chest Solicitors, a letter exhoun. Sumter; E. A. Hanvey, Mc- ity
Secretary-Treasurer
was L G McGill, Fred K. Norris, H.
plaining the distribution of the ing agricultral students received sen
Cormick, M. H. Trayler, Ridge- fund
has been circulated, and per- the benefits of these scholarships. Henry G. Grimball,
Architect G. Rhodes, E. B. Rogers, J. H
way; Charles Webb, Beaufort}; sons on
Those Agricultural students Senior, of Charleston. They suc- Shirer, W. I. Sturgis,
the Campus will be conC. C.
and M. M. Wood, Greer.
tacted by one of the volunteer who would like to stand the ex- ceed Jack W. Rheney, Pre-Med- Vaughn, L. H. Wilkes, and D.
"Now listen, boys, you ought
amination for the Sears Roebuck icine Senior, from Spartanburg E Hay.
Also E_ R. Banks and J. C. solicitors.
to know a little about everyhing
Boyles, Savannah, Ga.; W. B
The Executive Committee of scholarship should make applica- and James W. McReary, Architect
Also, J E. Bell, H. N. Black,
Bryans, Dublin, Ga.; R. M. Dav- the Associated Charities disposes tion to Dr. H. P. Cooper, Dean Senior, from Aiken, respectively. F R Bradford, R Davis, J. W and everything about one thing.
Don't say I didn't tell you."
enport, Miami, Fla.; and C W. of the funds raised in giving aid of the School of Agriculture, in
Following the elections, plans Goodman. M B Hall, T A. «—Prflf, "Diamond Jim" Miller
Long
Hall
not
later
than
NovemMcGrew, III, Holly Hill, Fla.
were discussed for the initiation Hill, W. D. Kelly, S. J Klet ner,
to needy persons and to organiza■m ff *
tions interested in the better- ber 12. Examinations will be held of new members as it was decid- L S Livineston, M. W. Lupo. F .. "Justice is my middle name—
November
18.
ment of community civic life.
ed that several would be taken C Lucius, H. Lucius, H. S Mur- Sidney 'J. L. Crouch."
DRAKE AT CLEMSON
The purpose of the Sears Roe- into the Chapter this month.
—
m ■ «m ■ m
dock, W. O Pearson,
V. K.
Dr. Mack Drake is now sta—Doc Crouch
buck Foundation's giving these
m i » i »
Quattlebaum, M. G. Rogers, J. C
* * *
tioned at Clemson with the Ag- COMMANDS DETATCHMENT scholarships is in the hopes that
Sharpe,
T.
F.
Sowell,
and
H.
M.
AULL
SPEAKS
ronomy Experiment Station. He
"I'd rather teach school than
through its influence it will prois a soil and plant nutrition chemMajor William L. Boylston, mote broader education in rural
Dr. G. H. Aull, Agricultural White.
work—for a living."
ist as his title, Soil Scientist of former Clemson student from communities, and it is interested Chemistry '15, spoke last ThursProf. Huff
* * »
the United States Department of Charleston, has assumed com- in making better farmers and cit- day night at the Dairy Club meetNOTICE
Agriculture, suggests.
mand of the Enlisted Detatch- izens.
ing on his recent visit to Eng"
drinking, playing cards
One of Drake's present duties ment, 1880th A. S. U. at Camp
land.
and in other ways exciting the
We
trust
that
our
new
Tiger
is to help create cooperation be- Folk, Louisiana.
Malcolm Edens, Dairying senBaptists of Texas."
In the entire football hiistory ior of ^ickens and president of masthead will meet with the
tween the work of the experiWhile overseas Major Boylston
Prof. Epting
* * *
ment station and the Department served in France, Belgium, and of Clemson, the Tigers have won the club, announces that they approval of you, our readers.
of Agriculture. Dr. Drake is es- Germany. He was awarded the a total of two hundred
and are planning to have a joint
"You can prove anything by
Only after great considerapecially interested in introducing purple Heart, Bronze Star and I fourteen games, while losing one meeting with the Animal Husbanstatistics if you get the right stanew forage crops and developing the European Theatre ribbon with I hundred and ninety-two,
and dry Club at Seneca River in the tion was the decision to break tistics."
'tieing twenty-eight.
the ones we have.
two battle stars.
very near future.
tradition made.
Prof. McGee
-it an election held last week
seven memoers were elected to
i-he Semoi Council, who, together with the Senior Class ofticers,
comprise the student disciplinary
group of the school.
Because of the problems confronted by both the veterans and
the R. O T. C. cadets, two representative groups of each
were
chosen. The R. O. T. C. representatives are
John M. Ervin,
Arts and Sciences senior of Darlington; William S. Reasonover,
Arts and Sciences senior of Camden; and Jimmy W. Hawkins,
Electrical Engineering senior of
Greenwood.
The veterans' group consists of
Paul p Aughtry , Mechanical
Engineering senior of Charlatte;
Francis B Deloach, Textile Engineering senior of Columbia; Fenwick H. Murray,
Mechanical
Engineering senior of Charlotte;
and E. Tom Mcllwain, Chemistry
Engineering and Textile Chemistry senior of Atlanta, President
of the Senior Class, is the chairman ex-officio.
The Senior Council serves dual
purpose of insuring.
discipline
dealing with the problems of the
student body justly and sympathetically, and at the same time
it is the medium through which
the student body, cadets and veterans, petition the authorities of
the college.

Beauty Contest
To Be Sponsored
Soon By Annual

Engineers Lead The Enrollment For
46-47 As School Reachs New High

Sergeajflllj Club
Elects JPenty
Into Zebraship

J. Roy Cooper is
New Head of "Y"
Secretary Group

Joseph/ Galluchat Tarboux, a
Clemson graduate of 1918 with
bachelor of science degrees in
electric
and mechanical engineer;
i, has been appointed
;
cha n/ .n of the American Institute ' Electrical Engineers Committf on education for 1946-47,
F- v-m Cornell he received the
degree of electrical engineer in
1922, master of electrical engineering in 1925, and doctor of
philosophy in 1936. From 1919 to
1929, Tarboux was instructor and
assistant professor of electrical
engineering at Cornell University.
He joined the faculty of the Univisity of Tennessee in 1929 as
professor in charge of the electrical engineering
department and
held that posit;on until he returned to Cornell University recently
as professor of electrical engineering.
Professor Tarboux is a member
of Eta Kappa Nu, ITau Beta Pi,
Phi Kappa Phi, and Sigma Xi,
and is the author of several books.
NEW COUNTY AGENT
Louie Cochran, Vocational Agricultural Education '35, has recently taken up his new duties as
County Agent in Chester County.
He has served before and following a period of duty in the Armed Forces as an assistant agent
in Kershaw County.

Plans Under Way For
Student Body of 3500

Jungaleers Have
Many Dances Set

Clemson College
Staff Increased

Offer Made for Reactivated ASAE Names Members;
Scholarships To Watson to Head Chapter For Year
Worthy Freshmen Smith Is Chosen Head

New Pledges Announced by ASCE;
Hendricks Heads Clemson Chapter
Tarboux Heads AIEE
Committee for 46-47

Veteran Student
Opens New Book
Store Downtown

"ReTFelther" Drive
Launched By Clemson
Associated Charities

Of Alpha Phi Omega

By 'Their
Wo r d s
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Welcome AlumniThe Tiger joins with the student body, college officials and
faculty in welcoming alumni back to Clemson this week-end.
While here, the majority of you will have the opportunity
to view a greatly changed Clemson. If you have not visited the
campus in the past four years, you will find unbelievable improvements—new buildings, improved roads, a magnificient
stadium.
If you have returned to the college within the past few
years, you have undoubtedly noticed changes brought on by
the war. Except for the construction of the pre-fabricated
homes for married veterans, building construction as was planned at the outbreak of hostilities is at a standstill.
Most notable of wartime changes is the cadet uniform.
The formerly used blue-gray uniform is available at clothing
firms and it is proposed that the corps will return to the use
«£ it as soon as it is practical.
We hope that you will enjoy your visit here and that you
will find the old Clemson spirit in a newer Clemson working
together for a greater and bigger Clemson.

To Keep That Horse InOne of the greatest "bones of contention" that is continually before the Clemson student is the apparent lack of
interest on the part of the South Carolina Highway department,
in doing something to aleviate the traffic hazard in our downtown area.
Editorials have been written in past years, and letters to
those in authority have been written but nothing is done to
take away the danger to human life as it now exists as the
highway crossing between the post office and the business
area.
It is next to impossible during a busy time of day for a
student to cross the highway and be able to see more than
seventy-five yards in either direction. Facts prove that a truck
or automobile running at normal speed cannot stop in such
a distance.
The Tiger offers two possible solutions; one involves expense and time, the other is relatively simple. Either build a
truck route around Clemson, which is very practical, or either
put a stop light at the crossing causing both traffic and students
to take notice.
It is apparent that the old saying "locking the stable door
after the horse has been stolen" will apply in this situation.
It looks as though it will take a Clemson student's actually
getting k'lled, which is highly probable, before something
is done to correct this situation.

About the RoosterThe thrills, anticipation, rush-rush of traffic—and disappointments—of football, have returned to Clemson.
Constantly condemned from all quarters for lack of college spirit and support of the thrice defeated football team,
Clemson students put forth a successful pep rally on the eve of
the State Fair classic such as has not been seen in years.
The Tiger is not condemning nor throwing any criticism
toward the students of the University of South Carolina in the
follow'ng discussion on the already too-discussed subject.
Students of our chief football rival university, when it
comes to a display of pent-up emotions, have surely been able
to remember that they are "mature" ladies and gentlemen
at all times. The night before the annual game, large groups of
these refined students marched into the main business district
of Columbia and only broke display counters, invaded restaurants, hotels, theaters, trampled on automobile tops, turned in
false fire alarms, threw ripe tomatoes at policemen, and burned
Clemson's mascot, in effigy.
Though no mention was made of these "acts in fun,"
which they no doubt were, by the sports writer for South
Carolina's leading newspaper, he did see fit to condemn, as
he refers to them, the "perpetrators," of the killing of a rooster
during the half at the Clemson-Carolina game. For lack of
better words, he describes the incdent and the individuals concerned with such words as "disgraceful," "mental adolescents," "juvenile," "cold-blooded massacre," foolish,"
"swear," "kids," "brutally," "smart-alecks," and "silly."
Though The Tiger admits the killers of the rooster should
not be commended for their actions, neither is it able to understand why so much literary comment has been made on the
subject. Practically every newspaper in the state and adjoining
states has made comment on the incident and has placed the
common eating chicken on an equal with the sacred cow of
India.
Too much unpleasant discussion has been directed at a
State Institution concerning the unfortunate animal which dons
the Sunday dinner table of millions of families, dead.
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NOT THAT
IT
MATTERS
By ROBERT CARPENTER
A group of us made our way
down to the "Y" the other night
for one of the weekend dances.
INTRODUCTIONS
In the "Y" lobby we found an
array of some of the nicest girls
Tillie has ever had in many a
dance. These particular ones
■were from Anderson and Converse and mixed readily with the
fellows (of course all the guys
had been cooped-up here since
State Fair and were easy to mix
with).
One disillusioning factor
brought to light by these "petite
belles" was the fact that female's
greatest delight is food. I don't
think a one of them refused to
eat! Could it be that food is hard
to get in every college mess hall?
Speaking of food, tonight I was
able to get a real scoop. Armed
with two sandwiches and a bottle
of milk, I invaded the college
kitchen. It seem that they get
hungry too (strange?), and one
cook was only too happy to talk.
If lately you're wondering where
the bull juice we find on our
table daily comes from, here it
is. The beef extract that will not
be eaten by the bacteria over in
the Ag. building is sent to the
kitchen where water is added and
it is served as gravy. Moral of
this story? The old mess hali
motto: If at first they don't devour, serve, serve again.)
ON WITH THE DANCE
This was one of the few times
I've seen the "stag lines" enjoy
the dance as much as the actual
participants. Girls were immediately typed by the scouts who
helped get the lines formed with
boys more suitable to the hostess'
ability. There was the two-step
line for the beginners, the simple
box-step line for the next advanced, the stag and polka lines for
Yankees, a jitterbug queue for
the low-country hoofers, and the
rhumba, samba, and conga for
our more cosmopolitan group. Although these lines were not militarily distinct, the foot movements in sections of the room
would give away their locations.
The activity was comparable to
the warming-up exercises of a
football substitute. A couple of
trunk bends, a few knee bends,
and onto the floor.
Next on the list of distinctive
dance stylists was "The Patriot"
or "Yo-Yo". It is hard to say
which fits him better. Because
of his height the girls he danced
with were invariably much shorter. He would grasp the young
lady's hand, thrust at the maximum distance in the vertical direction, and shag off across the
floor. The name given his type
is derived from the position of
his hand on the appearance of
the victim (girl). From the hand
standpoint it seemed to the sideline boys that he was either rendering a Nazi salute or waving an
imaginary flag; therefore "The
Patriot". If you could only have
seen the girl during this escapade! She was dangling by one
arm and trying desperately to
keep her movement in the vertical with the other. Her feet were
continually coiling and recoiling
along the axis of her legs. Thus
the name of this torture— "the
Yo Yo".
THANKS
I don't know who thanked who
more; they all seemed to have
had a wonderful time. Of course
the gals complained of sore toes,
but that's what comes of wearing
ballet shoes.
Two who really
made indelible impressions as to
their abilities as dancers and
otherwise were Dottie and Jackie
from Anderson College. Dottie,
the little blonde from Miami,
Florida, could stay with and pass
the best of jitterbugs, while
Jackie, a dangerous brunette
from Rome, Georgia, kept the
fellows dancing slowly but panting ....
At eleven, the group began to
break up and the girls prepared
to return to their respective
schools. But I heard one goodnatured chaperon mutter as he
observed one couple drift off:
"And I heard her whisper
As they strolled out of sight,
What is this amphitheatre
We are to see tonight?"

DR. POOLE
SAYS
THAT It will be a happy day at Clemson on November ltiih, an occasion of welcoming to the campus all Clemson men of this, the
nrst big homecoming since the
war. The presence oi many
Clemson men who have been in
foreign lands and away from the
college for several years will add
much color to our homecoming.
To these men we extend a
special invitation to see post war
Clemson and its efforts to educate 2100 veterans. They have
followed each other in one way
or another over the battle grounds
jf Europe and Asia and this win
be their cherished opportunity
to exchange experiences and reminisce matters of past, present
and future mutual interest.
Uncle Jake Woodward, Alumni
Secretary, and the
Clemson
Alumni at Clemson are making
elaborate plans to make the day
a pleasant and happy one. Advanced sales of football tickets
asssure the presence of a large
crowd. Since -Captain Harcombe
will serve coffee and sandwiches
in the field house at noon, I hope
*NGM ICAN AmogXPTG 5TAW-IN. SCHOOl;
you can come early for a full
I day's visit.
unJ^rtrt/v^^uvvv^ftA^uvw^rwvvsn^^^^wvv^rt^J^/^^J^rtrt^^vv^rt^^^•"J^«'' i You will be afforded an opK portunity to learn at first hand
| efforts being made to strengthen
! the values of the college, see the
excellent equipment obtained and
the new housing units for single
and married veterans.
Among honored guests expected will be J. Strom Thurmond,
Governor elect and first Clemson graduate to become chief executive of the state. He goes to the
governor's office with a splendid
By H. G. REYNOLDS
record of service and I believe
he will be a great credit to Clemson men and to the college.
More than 5,000 students made
In response to many requests from members of the student
application to enter Clemson in
body, the following onen letter has been written to Mr. Jake
September. In order to accomoPenland, Sports Editor of The State:
date former Clemson men whose
Dear Mr. Penland,
education was interrupted by the
war, it was necessary to limit
When a newspaperman writes a column on a subject
the number of recent high school
of current interest, and then scraps it for what he congraduates Many of these men
are in other schools awaiting an
siders a "more important" coverage—then, one may be
opportunity to enter Clepisort
sure that there is a good reason.
The facilities already filled to
Regardless of any underlying capacity by nearly 3,000 students
For weeks now, we have been
noticing your constant and pro- factors which may or may not ex- must be enlarged.
More classrooms, laboratories
longed reference to a certain un- ist, a reduction in prices will
fortunate event which took place prove advantageous to all who and professors are greatly needed.
at the State Fair game. Perhaps must purchase books and supplies. We shall stress these needs before
you have no material of a more We strongly advocate the support the Legislature and your influinteresting nature, but we think of the new book store, for we ence can have good effects. The
that a sports writer of even your believe that any local competition college needs your encouragement
calibre could print more worth- will prove beneficial to the stu- and interest fj^Mf-ain its progress in edi M
| Wing men
dent body.
while material.
and keeprn <■ W Service to
You have persisted in throwing
NAME BAND DANCES
the prosr
jH W igriculture
slanderous remarks around very
Much has been sa;d concerning and indus ♦
K <$•
freely. This might come from force
support of the Central
of habit, but we assure you that student
it in no way improves your pop- Dance Association, but we feel
Collects lender
ularity as a good sport, or sports that any good subject beais reNovember 11, 4 p. m. Joint
peating.
writer.
.
y
meeting of Garden Clubs, YMCA.
Given the proper support, the
We are not slinging mud! We
7-30 p. m Meeting of Clemson
are merely stating facts as we see C. D. A. will secure for Clemson Chapter of U. S. Reserve Officthem, and we request that you the type of "name band" to which ers' Asso., Agricultural Building.
make a check of all your columns we accustomed ouselves in those
November 12, 7 p. m. Forum
written since October 24.. often-referred-to "pre-war days." Club, Physics Bldg., Mr. R. L.
You cannot help but see The prerequisite is that we have Anderson, Speaker.
how much you have played up a a larger attendance at the dances,
8 p. m. Tiger Brotherhood
situation which reflects no credit so that enough profit can be real- meeting, Tiger Den.
upon yourself, The State, or the ized to warrant the invitation of
November 13, 6:45 p. m. Church
a solid aggregation which comes Night for Campus Churches, Sotwo state institut:ons involved.
under the "high income" bracket. cial YMCA married vets & wivNow, truly, Mr. Penland, was
On the last dance seres tlie OS
it really the incident which
9 p. m. - 1 a. m. Autumn Ball,
aroused your potent talent of C. D. A. had a deficit of approxislanderizing, or is your intention mately five hundred dollars- be- Field House.
November 16, 12 Noon. General
merely one of degradation of this cause there were not enough
school? (The latter seems more paid admissions to make the books Alumni Meeting in Field House.
likely.) As an answer, you might balance. We hope that the series Governor Nominate J. Strom
say that the guilty dog always on November fifteenth will realize Thurmond, Speaker. Lunch will
barks loudly, but let us point out enough profit so that the deficit be served.
2 p. m. Home-Coming Game,
that Clemson men hate to see any can be more than cleared.
Clemson vs. Furman, Memorial
word of slander connected with
STRANGLING
GLADYS
the name of this school, directly
Stadium.
_ „
Miss Gladys Swarthout, no
8 p. m. - 12 Autumn Bail,
or indirectly.
doubt, nearly strangled with each
House.
• .
You have our nomination as a breath she took after intermission, Field
November 17, 2:20 and 6:10 p.
good musician—if "harping" on as did the horn and reed footers m. Vesper Services YMCA, Dr.
the same subject may be con- w'th the U. S. Navy band in their Dale Moody, Louisville, Ky.,
sidered good music.
respective performances here. The Speaker.
smoke was so thick that the artNovember 17 - 21. 7:30 p. m.
A NEW BOOK STORE
ists could hardly view the au- Week of Deeper Religious ThinkCongratulations to the brave dience.
ing, Dr. Dale Moody, Speaker,
men who dared to open another
Smoking in the field house, and Baptist Church. Public invited.
book store in Cemson. The proNovember 18, 5:30 p. m. Supperty and facilities here have especially during a performance,
meeting of Triangle Club, ,Ybeen monopolized for so long that as so many students did, reflects per
a new store may well represent a little complimentary credit upon MCA•
*• „
8:30 p. m. Blue
Key „,
Meeting,
and the student body as a whole.
new era in local retail trade.
Blue
Key
Room.
A
word
to
the
wise
is
sufficient.
Some persons were' amazed to
the extent of advancing the idea
that maybe the new arrangement
wasn't all that it appears to be
on the surface. No one has actually tried to link the new store with
the old establishment, but that
possibility has not been entirely
ruled out.
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Letters to

BY JOHNNY ERVIN
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Dear Tom,
This issue of TJie Tiger is the
first in some time that has not
carried a column given to criticism of the "hot" variety. The
entire editorial policy of The Tiger has been changed with the
change of editorship and it is only
right that these columns should
tone down to the line of thought
of this new ediotrial policy. It
was for this reason that the writer of this letter gave up the column "Roughly Speaking" of his
own volition after the publication
of the last paper.
To have any effect upon its
readers a newspaper should have
a consistent viewpoint expressed
on its editorial page. It does little
good for the editor to praise something only to have one of his
columnists condemn it. It is enivitable that this difference of
opinion would appear under the
circumstances that exist wherein
the present editor and the writer
have opinions that are as far
apart as the poles on conditions
that prevail at Clemson today.

Between
Us Tigers

A columnist or an editorial
writer can write effectively only
when he expresses his own views
and convictions.
His writings
have no force or punch if he writes with a point of view which he
feels deep down inside is not his
own, and which he is using only
to make his work tie in with that
of his editor. It would be much
better 1 if he were to give up the
colur^, to one whose view and
approach coincide with that of
the rest of the editorial page. This
is what has been done in the case
of "Roughly Speaking".
We of the so-called "radical
point of view", we who call a
spade a spade, have had our day.
Perhaps sometime in the future
a need will be felt for us and we
shall return. Until then we wish
those who now hold the reins of
The Tiger all of the success possible in their undertakings for a
better Clemson and pledge our
cooperation as far as is» humanly
possible.
John Califf

It has been noted that many unfavorable comments have been
made upon the conduct of Clemson students on various occasions in
the past few months. Enough has been said—this is neither the time
nor the place to deal further into the matter. However, it does oLer
an excellent opportunity to help to prevent further occurences of this
nature without attempting to justify or condemn the past.
Our homecoming game with Furman University will be upon
us Saturday, and we are fully cogn'zant of the traditional feeling
which mention of this accasion has always inspired. Regardless of
such a decidedly questionable tradition, we as Clemson men should
take care to see that our actions will reflect honor and credit upon
our school.
Those of us who were here at this same time last year may
easily recaf.l that much unnecessary damage was done because of
a mere lack of clear thinking and cooperation. However strongly
we may feel the rivalry between the two institutions, the students
of both should come to realize that such warlike attitudes are
those which cause undesirable friction, possibe injury to persons,
and damage to property.
Above all, let us not rationalize in our consideration of the situation by hiding -'mmature exhibitions under the cloak of wholesome and
highly desirable school spirit. Clemson men are all old enough, mature enough to distinguish between the two. Shall we exchange a
reputation of chivalrv for a stigma of vandalism and destruction only
because of an obvious want of clear thinking?
We, the student body are continuous'y forgetful of our limited
power as studets, in contrast with the unlimited power which
the graduates of Clemson may wield toward the betterment of
our school as well as the other state institutions. We have only
to look around us here to see our many needs; congestion of
.living quarters, overflowing of class rooms, and lack of recreational facilities. It is very well to blame the administration for
these things, but it does not relieve the students of their responsibility to the school.
Power for the improvement of these conditions will be guided
in our direction only if we act :n such a manner that merits it. Let
us insure the fact that the alumni who are here this week-end will
leave Clemson with a feeling of pride in the school which they once
attended, a feeling which can only promote closer cooperat'on in the
many things which need to be done.

that he (Oscar) nominates
that he (Oscar) wonders what
"Zeke" Siokos as the official Will Kinard does with these
"high ball greeter" for Clemson. nights when he "takes off".
Oscar Says

Oscar Says

that if Jack Reese is entitled to
that the event of the week is
wear the pre-Pearl Harbor ribb- Tom Wallace's engagement. Anon, then, he (Oscar) will eat it. other rounder has been straightWasn't Reese a rat here in De- ened out.
Oscar Says
cember 1941?,,
Oscar Says
—
that speaking of the Wallace
that he (Oscar) wants "Cow- clan, Ozzie is said to have the
boy" Cox to announce when he latest thing in Harlem finery for
is going to put on another hand- the Homecoming dances.
Oscar Says
less driving exhibition such as he
featured in Columbia after the
that Master Sergeant Godwin
recent Columbia-Clemson Club struts around as if he were the
Dance.
cream of the crop. To Oscar the
Oscar Says
cream seems very sour.
Oscar Says
that he wonders how "Ham"
Lowder could have been selected
that one would have thought
as cadet major as a sophomore "Shoats" Reasonover to be a big
when there are seniors who de- time politician by the way he
serve it more.
was rubbing shoulders with GovOscar says
ernor-Elect Thurmond.
Oscar Says
that Bob Potter says he has fever blisters but he (Oscar) thinks
that Orangeburg's fairest son
that the automobile hit a bump. "Lover" Mackey seems to be hav1
Oscar says
ing a great deal of trouble keepthat the 1947 Taps is going to nig up with his self-called one
look like a cow pasture because and only. All of the Orangeburg
"Compost" Covington has his boys have stories.
Oscar Says
picture in it so many times.
that "Never Say Die" Grimball
Oscar Says
in Columbia.
that from the way Frank Cart- is still tryingOscar
Says
wright was giving 'em out in
that he (Oscar) is glad to see
Charleston during the holidays,
he should be made to get a re- that Joe Jolly is settling down to
a quiet life these days. A gqod
tail license.
thing considering previous experOscar Says
that Carpenter's column, "Not iences.
Oscar Says
that it Matters" certainly has an
that church socials are becomappropriate title.
ing a laugh, especially when girls
Oscar Says
are present. It seems that denomthat he (Oscar) is ashamed of ination no more figures in the
"P Lo" Ervin and his attendance picture—no
matter what, all the
at "Hootchy" shows. It seems lovers are always
present.
that our little t>oy went in and
Oscar Says
never came out.
that he (Oscar) regrets that no
-Oscar Saysmore dirt could be found on his
speaking of P Lo, he (Oscar) ever loving friends such as "Comwonders as to "P Lo's" absence post" and the boys than appears
from Anderson of late.
in this column. If any of you fel-Oscar Sayslows know anything which he
now that things are definite be- (Oscar) has been missing then
tween "Yank" Chalker and the send it in care of Box 269, Clem"Pendleton
Maid", we guess son. He (Oscar) is especially in"OSS" Terrell is really out Ki terested in "Stack" Joye, "Fever"
Mims and their kind Cherio.
the cold.

DO YOU THINK CLEMSON SHOULD SPEND MORE
MONEY AND EFFORT ON HER FOOTBALL TEAM?
INTRODUCING
By Howell Arthur
E. H. Hanna, 1, Gifford: Yes,
I think that Clemson should spend
more money on football scholarships so that the players would
have more incentive to come here.
F. P. Bradford, 3, Sumter: I
believe we should spend more
money on the coaching staff as
well as on the players.
O. L. Waflace, 3, Dillon: I think
Clemson should get more financial
backing and also more time to
practice for the team.
R. B. Lynch, 3, Charleston: Yes,
because the football team is_ a
great factor in drawing or losing
w despead recognition.
C. B. Martin, 2, Greenville: Absolutely, because Clemson is the
enly school in South Carolina that
can represent the state in football.
J. C. Cranston, 2, Augusta, Ga.:
Yes, because if we expect to have
a football team in a school this
size, we should have one that
measures up to the standing of
the school.
B. D. Edwards, 1, Canton, N. C.:
Clemson is a highly respected
school in the South. To meet this,
Clemson should have a football
squad that equals the school in
reputation. To do this means that
the team should have better regulated hours for practice and more
f'nancial support if necessary.
R. R. Hirshberg, 1, Sumter: By
all means, yes, Clemson should
spend more money and effort on
her football team. This is our
best means of advertising our
spirit and school, so we should
make it good!
W. D. Peake, 1, Arlington, Va.:
I think we should if the school
expects to have a good team, and
a good team would give more
publicity to the school. By all
means, we want our school known
over the entire country.
J. O. Lewis, 2, Marion: Something is certa"nly lacking in our
team when we compare it with
others. More money should be
spent, if that will give better results and more effort should be
expended by everyone to make
our team a success.
R. L. Person, 2, Greensboro, N.
C : Yes, they'll have to do so_ if
thev are to turn out a winning
team.
I. M. Robinson, 2, Bishopville:
Yes. To turn out a winning team
which tends to make Clemson even
better known, we must spend
more.
E. R. Creech, 1, Spartanburg:
Yes. other colleges seem to spend
more and turn out. better teams.
W. H. JenVins, 2, Kline: Yes,
T think that Clemson :should put
more effort
and money nto a good
footbal1 team.
L. Davis, 1, Chicago, 111.: Yes.
if a good football team is the
onlv criterion for judging a eot'ege; no, if the college can gain
national acclaim by the records
and standards of its alumni.
J. A. Smith, 2, Mullins: Clemson, I don't believe, has enough
financial resources to put more

money into a football team. We
have the best coach it is possible
to get for the salary he is paid.
When Clemson gets more money,
then, I say, will be the time to
put *more money in a football
team. But not until then.
<v. M. Patrick, \i, Smoakes: Definitely.
S. E. McGregor, 2, Columbia:
1PTAY is in favor of it and it
would certa nly add to the prestige of the college.
P. S. Snealey, 2, Batesburg: Definitely, especially through IPTAY
which has hundreds of unorganised 'members.
S. j. Edwards, 2, Latta: Yes,
[ think that greater effort should
be put forth on the part of the
dministrative branch in al'owing
sufficient time for the boys to
M. H. Smith, 3, Great Falls:
fes, I think that more money
hould be spent on the football
'.earn. A school as large as Clemon shouldn't be behind the times.
Jther schools are spend ng money
ind getting results. Since results
are what each Clemson man desires, why not back the team with
nonsy and get on top again in the
football circle ?
L. Fisher, 3, Belton: Yes, I
think that more money should be
spent on the football team, because other schools are doing it
and I don't see why Clemson can't.
If we had a good team, more boys
would want to come to Clemson.
W. Cox, 3, Latta: I think that.
Clemson has the team. We could
use a new auditorium. If we can
get money for a football team
and can't get it for anything else,
let's get it.
J. B. Anderson, 3, Fairforest:
Clemson should have a good football team as well as any other
school, but effort always goes
along with any kind of team. I
th'nk we should spend more
money on the team to provide the
adequate necessities for them, so
that the real effort will be promoted further.
H. Rhame, 4, Sumter: I do by
all means. I think that Clemson
has been lacking in this respect,
for a long time. However, other
things necessary for the advancement of Clemson should be taken
into consideration and weighed
with the same values as athletics.
T. P. Cast es, 2, Great Falls:
Yes, it is a known fact that
schools that have money put it
out on the'r major sport, football.
They put it out when Jess Neely
was head coach, so why can't they
do so now? Clemson has money
and can get more money via the
a'uanni, provided they put out a
winning team.
P. C. Cothran, 3, Greenwood:
The team could stand it, on the
other hand, what do you want, an
educatonal institution for everyone, including football players
who have to earn a living after
they get out, or a football factory
that produces wonderful beef on
the hoof and lives off the alumni
association the rest of their lives
like some of the yankee schools ?
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Pictured above are the three temporary barracks in the process
of construction. The living quarters are in a stage of near completion, while the shower rooms in the center foreground have only
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THE NEWS FROM TIGERLAND

the foundations laid. These barracks are located in the rectangular
field directly in front of the Field House.

Accumulated bundles of unprocessed laundry show evidence
of the principle bottle-neck existing at the college laundry. Listing
and remarking of new laundry numbers for returning former stu-

dents has effected much confusion and th*. re<siiltins- rwl™«i ralh,„t
efficiency is responsible for the present crisis
"*»«"**» output
'
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Trim and fit, the Tiger Platoon is shown in front of the Clemson-South Carolina football game,
just prior to beginning their drill routine. In the insert is the leader of the Platoon, W. H. Owen,
Mechanical Engineering Senior of Rock Hill.

Taps Art Editor Joe Raley, architecture senior of Cheraw and
C. B. Prince, Electrical Engineering Junior of Fairforest, look over
a test lay-out for the new Taps.

Shown above is a segment of the long line which frequently accumulates in
front of the Post Office General Delivery window. Among those identified are:
Louis Chalmers, Electrical Engineering Sophomore of Greenwood; Edmund Bellinger, Mechanical Engineering Freshman of Charleston; Charles D. Phillips, Civil
Engineering Sophomore of Slater.
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Depicted are several members of a class in Architecture, drawI ing scenes in downtown Clemson. Weather permitting, the stu-

.
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dents from the architecture department have a regular weekly
session with pencil and sketch pad.

Eight of the twelve newly-elected members of the Ti^er Brotherhood appear above. They are: from left to right, standing, Frank
Seddon, Agriculture Economics Sophomore; E. T, Mcllwain, Textile
Chemistry Senior of Atlanta; V. W. Cook, Chemistry Engineer
Senior also of Atlanta, and H. Graham Reynolds, Architectural
Engineering Junior of Columbia. Kneeling, left to right are: W.

V. Strasser, Architecture Senior of Louisville, Ky; J W
Electrical Engineering Senior of Greenwood; Joe Raley
ture Senior of Cheraw, and Walter Terrell, Mechanical'
ing Senior from Jacksonville, Fla. (Other members are
picture on page six.)

Hawkins,
ArchitecEngineershown in
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"Nothing but the Best"
— TO —

Home-cooked food served three times daily

Home Coming

CORSAGES
An Apple for the Teacher but a
Corsage for that Date
... ~ $2.50

ROSES

Anderson's Finest

Clemson Cafeteria
in YMCA
Bring your friends

Drop in

JO! C. C1LH0UI HOTEL

CARNATIONS

$2^0

GARDINIAS
ORCHIDS

$1.25 up
$7.50

— Quality Flowers —
Place orders as late as noon Thursday in Room 4-128

Andsrson, S. C.

Clegg and Clemmer

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
BENDIX

The •£■ Cafe
Walhalla, S. C

Welcome Alumni!!
Shoe shining comes natural to John' W. Cummingham, Mechanical Engineer of Welford, as he prepares to go to Dr. Daniel's class
in Business Law.

AUTOMATIC HOME LAUNDRY

Drop over for

AND RADIO

—THE FINEST IN —

LEONARD

STEAKS — CHICKEN — CHOPS

Stoves and Refrigerators

We stay open after dances

—Sales and Service —

Owned by— W. H. and G. L. HARPER

Clemson Appliance Shop

We extend a cordial invitation to
all to visit our modern new store
featuring the latest in

Record Music

Dr. Daniel Stresses Neatness
In Class Along With Studies
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean Emeritus of the school of General
Science, is one of the most popular and colorful of the many professors here at Clemson.
Dr. Daniel teaches Business
Law and Public Speaking, two of
the advanced English courses
taught here, and he, in conjunction wth Professor M. E. Bradley wrote the Public Speaking
book now in use in the Clemson
English Department.
A prerequisite of Dr. Daniel's
classes is neatness, and a popular
phrase about the doctor is that
dress, manners, and personality
count eighty per cent of the
final grade, and knowledge of the
lesson fifteen per cent.
Before entering his classes, one
can see his students taking their
ties from their pockets and putting them on, and also getting the
clean handkerchief dirty, while
getting that last bit of dust from
their shoes.
Another thing that Dr. Daniel
stresses in his classes as proper

erasure of the blackboard. He says
that the eraser should be moved
horizontally across the board,
picked up two inches from the
board, and set back down and
overlap the previous stroke by one
inch. This procedure is adhered to
until the board is fully erased.
In the doctor's classes one always stands when answering questions, because the manner of answering is weighed in with the
correct answers.
Flowers are always present in
his room, and it is not unusual for
him to turn the flowers, so that
they present the best view.
Often when he rides the trains,
he meets conductors who were his
students while here at Clemson,
and he says that he used to paddle
them during their cadet days, so
now as soon as they see him, they
make sure that he gets one of the
best seats on the train.
He usually carries three pairs
of glasses with him at all times,
so that he can change glasses and
give them a rest.

And

Photographic Supplies

JOHN B. LEE
PHOTOGRAPHY and RECORDS
120 E. Benson
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JUST ARRIVED
RIG NEW SHIPMENT...

Phone 1063

Parker 51's

TALK OF TOWN
DINNERS

SANDWICHES

STEAKS

HOMEMADE PD3

CHICKEN

HOMEMADE CAKE

Always Open For You

THE L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO

During And After Dances

P, S. McCollum, Owner

"The Officiau College Book and Supply Store"

Operated by A

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN
Sandwiches

Ice Cream

Milkshakes

Soft Drinks

Back to Clemson With

CAROLINA STAGES,

ECONOMICAL-QUICK

Clemson Student Supply

TRAVEL IN SAFE COMFORT

Engineering Textbooks And
Supplies

MOTORCYCLE RACES

FROM CLEMSON TO

K and E Log Log Duplex Vector Slide Rules
,K and E Log Log Duplex Decitrig Slide Rules
J K and E Polyphase Trig Slide Rules
Dietzgen Commander Drawing Instruments

George - Albert Speedway
2 Miles South of Anderson

Dietzgen Log Log Decimal Trig Slide Rules
Dietzgen Log Log Vector Slide Rules
Frederick Post 5" All Plastic Rules
Charles Drawing Instruments — New and Used Sets

Saturday Night, November 16, 1946

Drawing Boards and T - Squares All Sizes
Triangles, Curves, Scales, Pens, etc.

Design Paper All Kinds

Pick Glasses

Steel Rules and Tapes

FROM CLEMSON TO

\nderson
Laurens ..
Laurens ..
Clinton _.
Union ~~..
Union
Chester ..
Richburg Jet.
Richburg Jet.
Lancaster
Richburg Jet.
Great Falls ...
Richburg Jet.
Rock Hill

I Anderson
Laurens
Clinton
Union
Chester
Great Falls
Lancaster
Rock Hill
AM AM PM PM PM
LV715 1105 12501 330 615
510 .755
AR855 1250
515 755
LV855 100
530 810
910 115|
AR1010 210 415 630 910
LV1010 215 420 635 910
.
1108 310 510 730 1000
LV1130 330 530 730 1020
AR1130 420 625 750
AR1159 500 655 825
LV213 420 625 10001
AR 300 520 650 1045
LV1130 330 530 730 1020
AR1200 355 600 820 1050

Light face type denotes AM Time; Bold Face PM

CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33% OFF OF REGULAR RIDERS

If it can be had — I'll get it for you!

Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

Location: Across Street From Evan's 5c and 10c Store
Owned by a Clemson Student

PM|PM
358|-715
4451 750
450| 815
545 910
6151 940
630
7451
945
1030
850 1155

TRAVELING TIME IS PRECIOUS TIME

Water Colors and Brushes I. C. S. Booklets

Veterans' Requisitions Honored

AM AM
LV740 1100
AR815 1135
LV850 1200
1000 120
_AR1030 150
LV1035
AR1145
LV1030 150
LV1120 250
AR1240 420

REMEMBER

Anything in the line for ENGINEERS.
Pick Needles

Clemson .
Anderson
Anderson ...
Abbeville ~
Greenwood
Greenwood
Newberry ..
Ureenwood
Saluda
Columbia —

^) Anderson
Abbeville
I Greenwood
Newberry
Saluda
Columbia

Anderson, S. C.

CAROLINA STAGES, INC
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man Hamish Turner, Class of 1929. Your interests are his.

Lewis A. "Red" Crawford
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Play Last Home Game For Tigers Saturday

By Jim Austell
Possibly there has been enough or too much said about the
following, but as far as we know, nothing has been done about
it. It's too late to do anything about it this season, but the next
season comes mighty fast.
Joe Sherman stated his opinion of the local football situation in the last edition of this column. On some of Joe's points
.we are forced to disagree. However, the performance and outcome of the Clemson-Carolina game 'has changed our mind a
little.
The problem is—and has not been solved—will we pay
players at Clemson and have teams capable of competing in the
Southern Conference, or will we drop to the class of Wofford,
Erskine, P. C, and other small schools.- Or is there another
solution ?
Wei think there is only one solution, and that is for the
conference to make rules governing the payment of players
and enforce them. Those would be hard laws for even the
F, B. I. to enforce, and also, we can't do much about such
rules being made.
A lot of people hereabouts are of the opinion that the
alumni contribute to athletics merely to help the football
players through school, and they aren't interested in winsing, as long as the team plays good football. Maybe that's
correct but if Dr. Poole wrote letters, asking for contributions to improve the educational plant at Clemson, the
response, we're rather sure, would in no way compare with
the success that I. P. T. A. Y. has achieved.
Someone has said that the only difference between college football players and professionals is that the pros were
paid by check and the school boys in cash.
Joe has said that late classes, no practice lights, and generally adverse practice conditions are some of the main causes
for our losing games. Lights have been installed now, and that
should solve the problem. However, we can hardly see where
that could be such an obstacle. The team gets in more work,
from what we are told, than most of the other teams in these
parts. After all, Clemson isn't the only engineering college in
the South.
A FEW FACTOBS
There are a few facts . . . they seem facts to us . . . that
Clemson men should realize.
Carolina's victory at the fair proved one of Joe's points
that we for a while doubted. Clemson played just as hard football as the Gamecocks, and very little criticism on the performance of either team (except for dirtiness) can be made.
COACHES
Yes, if we printed campus talk, we would have printed
hundreds of demands for Coach Howard's scalp, and we
hear that the campus isn't the only place where such talk
is heard, but rumors and gossip don't bother us too much.
There are two things we feel are very true. Coach
Howard has changed considerably for the better in his
method of handling boys since his first year as head coach,
but we feel that there is still room for improvement. The
varsity doesn't have the same spirit and derive the same
enjoyment from the game as does the Tiger "B" team.
The other point is the group of assistants he has employed. We would shirk the task of finding better men to
fill the post of the present Clemson assistant coaches.
It would be almost impossible to get another coach at the
salary Clemson now pays the head coach. There are very few
college coaches that make as little as even the president of
Clemson.

FREEMAN

The Country Gentlemen Bequest The
Honor of Your Presence At
A Chicken Dinner In Your Honor
31 November, Clemson, S. C.
(We use mechanical pickers here)

JENKINS

CLARK

SMITH-

POE

Clemson-Furman Battle This Week-end
Tigers' Late Scores Beat Gobblers
Favored Tech Team Is
Beaten At Blacksburg

Clemson's victory-hungry Tigers came from behind in the waning minutes of the fourth quarter
to defeat a favored V. P. I. eleven
14-7 in one of the minor upsets
of the nation. The game took
place on November 2 in Miles
Stadium at Blacksburg, Virginia
before some 7,000 fans.
The Gobblers of Tech were a
pre-game favorite, and proved
that they were out -to win in the
first quarter when they outplayed
Clemson most of that period. The
two teams battled on fairly even
quarters the next two periods,
with Clemson completing some
nice passes, constantly knocking
at the Virginians door, but never
were able to push the oval across
the double stripes. However, as
the fourth period opened, the
Howardmen had the ball on their
own thirty-one yard line, and
marched to Tech's five where
Robert Gage, the Anderson Flash,
passed to "Chip" Clark for the
Tigers initial "T. D."
After Clemson had kicked off,
the "Men of Blacksburg" fumbled
deep in their own territory, and
the Country Gentlemen recovered, and minutes later, made their
second touchdown. Again, Gage
was on the chunking end, and
Dewey Quinn received the oval
good for six more points. "Bull"
Cagle kicked both extra points.
Two former "B" team members
moved into the spotlight in this
Conference clash. "Luke" Deanheart was on the receiving end
of several of Gage's passes that
later led to touchdowns, and
"Hoochie" Morgan played a fine
running game, and had his share
of pass receiving.
Gillespie made the most sensational defensive play of the
day when for a moment it seemed
as if a Gobbler was headed for
a touchdown. Gillespie took the
THE PLAYERS—THE MATERIAL
one chance of overtaking him,
Good football players that were former members of the and made this chance good by
Tiger squad are playing at other schools and just exactly why throwing the would-be-scorer for
a hard tackle several yards from
they aren't back we don't know. There are more players at the goal line.

other schools that would have come to Clemson had they been
able to res'st the generous offers that Clemson was not able
to, or would not, match.
It can safely be said that no Clemson player is on' the
field for financial benefits. Of course most of the players receive a certain ^amount of help on their school expenses, but
there are no such things as elaborate pay rolls and new ears for
the stars.
THE ATHLETIC COMMITTE
Professor Gaston Gage volunteered this information just
after his pep meeting talk prior to the Carolina game, "I
think the student body is just jumping at conclusions too fast.
We are not going to fire Frank Howard and I believe, and
have all the confidence in the world, that in a year or so we'll
have a winning team."
He also is of this opinion, "I had rather have a losing
football team than to have to pay players as much as Georgia,
Carolina and most of the others have."
That is an admirable attitude, Professor Gage, but it is
neither enjoyable to the players or fans for a team to continuously suffer defeats even with the alibi "at least we
play 'cause we like it."
There is a lot of truth in the statement "It's not whether
we won or lost but how we played the game," but there
isn't much point in playing if a team doesn't play to win.
ODDS 'N ENDS
Coadh McMillan's forethought in persuading "Hootchie"
Morgan to return to the football field when he quit several
weeks ago has paid off . . . The biggest attraction for students
WE SAW IT ALSO
We appreciate the editor of The State's knowledge of
football officiating, but he sure must have been off key in not
being able to see why Carolina got all the penalties in the
Fair game. If he would look at the record of penalties in other
Carolina games he might see things a little clearer.
Oh yes,
Mr. Jake Penland
The State, Columbia, S. C.

SAUNDERS

Swimming Team Cagemen Open
Against Erskine
Starts Practice
In the "Y" Pool
Clemson's basketball practice
Another one of Clemson's winter sports is about to get underway. This was evident
when
twenty-two boys turned out for
the first swimming practice November 9. The men are again under the leadership of P. B Holtzendroff.
Only two lettermen are back
from last years team, but there
are several members
reporting
who were on the 1943 team. The
tw0 monogram wearers in trunks
for the coming season are Captain Joe Mann of Greenville, and
"Lint" Holtzendrof, senior
of
Clemson. Among the members of
the '43 team back are
O. K
Rudd, "Whiftey" Muller,
Jack
Treseot, and Johnny Garraux.
Other men who turned out for
the first
practice are C H.
Godfrey, St C Smith, M. J
Irick, L. D. Hardwick, P. H.
Baultman, R. R Hirshberg, J
T. McCullock, A. j Banks, E
Bates, A. M. Smith, J. M Black,
A L Chalker, F D Hemphill,
H. L Hance. J. L. Gervais, and
L. G Adams.
According to Captain Mann,
meets have ben planned
with
Georgia, Emory, Georgia
Tech,
South Carolina, N .C. State, and
The Citadel. More teams will be
added to the schedule as the season progresses, and as soon as
they can be contacted. No date
has been announced as yet for
any of the clashes, but will be released as soon as they become
available.
Workouts are held each afternoon in the pool at the "Y" from
five until six o'clock, and Captain Mann urged that any man
who has any talent as a swimmer to turn out, as the team
is still in need of some good men
who are interested in this sport

given permanent possession of the
trophy.
A number of methods for electing the p'ayer of the year were
considered, but since sportswriters
and broadcasters are the only impartial observers, the trophy committee decided that these men
would be the best qualified elec-

got underway last Monday night
with some fifty odd boys reporting for the initial call. However,
this number will have to be cut
in the near future, as there is only
one gym available for practice
at the present time. The small
gym is being used as a temporary barracks, and this allows only
the use of the large court. Steps
will be taken shortly to provide
for more room, and enable the
players to get in the needed practice.
According to Coach "Banks"
McFadden, the men are now
conditioning, and getting the
fundamentals of the game.
As
soon as football season begins
up, the squad will be at full
strength. By the time the opening game rolls around, Coach McFadden hopes to have a wellrounded team centered around
Leonard Riddle, Eddis Freeman,
Dewey Quinn, Rod Brisidine,
Jacobs, and Holshouser.
The following is a complete
schedule of the twenty games to
be played this season, which includes fourteen conference games:
Dec. 11
here
Erskine
Dec. 14 ___. Wofford ___ here
Jan. 7
. here
P. C.
Jan 8 . Wake Forest . . here
Jan 11 _ N. C. State . . here
Jan. 15 _ N. C. State _ there
Jan. 16 Wake Forest there
Jan 21 ..__ Wofford .... there
here
Jan 24
Citadel
Jan 25 South Carolina there
there
Jan.30 .
Erskine
Feb. 8 South Carolina here
Feb. 10 Wash'ton - Lee there
there
Feb. 11 _ V. M. I
Feb. 14 _ Davidson .. here
Feb. 15 _ P. C. _ there
Furman
there
Feb. 17
there
Feb. 20
Davidson
. here
Furman
Feb. 24
there
Feb. 28 _ Citadel

at Clemson. Heisman came here
from Auburn in 1900. Dur'ng the
ensuing years, he proved to be the
most successful coach Clemson
has ever had. In his initial year
with the Tigers, he produced the
only undefeated and untied team
tors, since they are in a position that has ever donned a Tiger unipuB uoi^cra ui sja^Bid 8ifj aas o^ form. On this team was "Uncle
scan press reports throughout the Jake" Woodward, who is still at
football season. From each sec- Clemson, hold'ng the office as
tion of the United States, electors Secretary of the Alumni Associaare selected .These men now num- tion. In the next five years, He'sber close to eight hundred, 1 and man;s Clemson teams averaged
include such notables as Grant and losing not more than one game
Rice and Bill Stern. "Scoop" Lati- per season. At the close of the
mer of the Greenville, News is also 1905 season, Heisman left Clemon this committee.
son to take up duties as head
In 1936, John W. Heisman pass- coach of Georgia Tech, where he
ed away, and the trophy was re- put this school on the football
named the Heis- map.
m a n Memorial
He was inventor of the spin
Trophy.
This play and direct snap from center
seems fitting and to back, and was considered by
met with instant manv as the originator of the forapproval as He- ward pass. One of his teams,
isman was a tru- Georgia Tech of 1916, ran up
ly great Ameri- what may be footbaM's largest
can sportsman.
score when it beat Cumberland
This outstand- Univeristy 222-0 In 1917 the same
ing coach was team played what was probably
considered
b y the first football doubleheader
many as one of with Furman and Wake Forest,
the most not- all 'n one day.
able in AmericThe outstanding athletes who
an football his- have won the Heisman Memorial
tdry, along with to date are as follows:
Knute Rockne
1935—Jav Berwanger—Chicago.
and
A1onzo
ipqfi—j.prrv Kellv—Ya'e.
Stagg. During his
1937—Clinton Frank—Yale.
life, Heisman
1938—Davey O' Brien—T e x a F
was twice presi- Chr'stian
d e n t o.f the
1939—Nile Kinmck—Iowa.
American Coach194r>—Tom Harmon—Michigan
es
Association,
1911—Bru"e Smith—Minnesota
and first presi1942—Frank S'nHvirh—Georgi?
dent and organ1943—Angelo Bertelli—N o t r e
izer of the Touchdown Club. At "Da^ie.
1944—Leslie H o r v a t h—Oh-'o
the time of his State.
death, he was
1945—^elix "Doc" Blanchard—
Director of West
Point.
Athletics at
The Heisman Memorial Trophy
the Downtown
Athletic Club of is football's greatest individual
New York City, award. The man who wins it
which occupies an entire thirty- comes to New York early in Desix story bui'ding in lower Manhattan. He was noted most for his cember with his coach, where bethirty-seven years of coaching fore a galaxy of football stars,
from 1892 through 1927, during oast aid present, he is fittingly
which time he produced some of
and presented w'th an
the greatest teams that this coun- honored
;
nd:vidual Heisman Memorial Trotry has ever seen.
Six of these years were spent ->hy.

Heisman Trophy Awarded
To Outstanding Athlete
Probably the greatest honor any
football player can attain is to be
awarded the Heisman Memorial
Trophy. The history of the trophy
dates back to 1935 when the
Downtown Athletic Club of New
York City decided to recognice
the outstanding football player in
the United States each year. A
well-known New York sculptor,
Frank Eliscu, was commissioned
to create a bronze figure of a
football player. The winner is

Hurricane Plays
Tigers Before A
Capacity Crowd
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Football is Food For "Big Willie"
Wherever the subject of football comes up, and the nineteen
forty-six Clemson team is discussed you may be certain that veteran tackle William Smith will
eventually be brought into the
conversation.
"Big W11" was initiated into
the football klan in nineteen
thirty-seven, and saw three years
of play with the Greenville High
eleven. When matriculation lines
were forming at Clemson in '40,
Smith was on hand to start down
that long road leading to a degree
in Textile Engineering, and a
name in football.
After one year of freshman
football, and another of "bohunking," tower ng Bill found his name
on a roster together with such
names as Butler, Cagle, Craig,
and Payne. That season of '42-'43
was the year that modest William
really started "knocking." Smith
suffered from head injuries in the
first ten minutes of play in the
Furman game that year. He still
carries the scars, but stayed out
of the game only long enough to
get a broken nose and cut forehead patched up.
The Marine Corps put the finger on Bill in '43, but the leathernecks were wise enough to see h:s
possibilities, and he wound up
playing ball at Georgia Tech. He
played in half a dozen games for
the Yellow Jackets, but was most
outstanding in the Marines battle
with Duke. Smith blocked a punt;
fell on it on the ten yard stripe,
and got back in the line to help
push across a tally for Tech.
When one of the
big line pile-ups
cleared away ;n that game, Smith
was flat on his unconscious back
for the first and only time in his
life. As a result of their fine playing, Tech was invited to play
Tulsa in the Sugar Bowl that
year, but Willie was given orders
to report to Paris Island just prior
to the game.
A set of shiny bars were pinned
on Sm'th at Quantico, Va., and
he reported to Hawaii shortly afterwards. When the Navy started

a search for a string of all-stars
to pit against a similar Army
team Bill Smith was right on the
list. Charlie Timmons, also from
Clemson, was a team-mate of
Bill's in a game in which the
Navy slaughtered Army by a
score of 28 to 7. '

BIG WILLIE SMITH
After seeing the sights on Okinawa, Guam, and Ch'na, Big
Willie finally made his way back
to Clemson. He heard the sound
of wedding bells with lovely Miss
Jane Higgins before entering
summer school this year.
On a recent "knock" on the
practice field, Smith sprained his
shoulder. But there's no stopping
our veteran tackle, for he plans
to get that shoulder into shape
so's he can continue to spell trouble for the opposing team when
the scores really count.
Whenever there's a p'le-up on
the fie'd, and the players begin
to un-pile, you can generally be
safe in betting that "Big Willie"
Smith is on the bottom.

INTRA-MURALS STARTED tunity to
The sports program for intramurals is under the able direction
of Mr. Roy J Cooper of
the
YMCA, and began
with
the
round-robin play off in
touch
football Monday, October 28th.
Mr Cooper stated that
he
would like to see more vet teams
organized, because of the 5 to 1
ration of vets over cadets. Thus
far only one veteran team has
entered the tournament At preSP"t. the vets have little ooporwith their respective substitutes.

get enough exercise,
unless they take it on their own
time between classes.
Intra-Mural sports got underway at Clemson last week with
a great deal of support from the
sti'^°nt body.
The main sport feature at present is, of course, touch football,
with 9 teams competing for the
intra-mural crown. Each company of the R. O. T. C. has a
team, with the vets entering one
team in competition. Each squad
has a nine man playing team

On Saturday Coach Bob Smith
will bring his Furman Purple
Hurricane to the Clemson Memorial Stadium for their clash
with the Bengals of Clemson. It
will be the first meeting between
the two teams since 1942, as Furman was forced to abandon football during the war because of
lack of coaches, material, and
players. The last t'me Clemson
and Furman met, the Tigers came
out on the long end of a 12-7
score, in a game that was played
at Sirrine Stdium in Greenville
before a capacity crowd.
Despite the war, the rivalry between these two teams has
changed very little. The Hurricane
and Tigers have both seen a luckless season so far. Furman startout with a hard fought loss to
the Alabama Crimson Tide. Since
then, the Hurricane has come out
victorious over Wofford and The
C'tadel, while losing to South
Carolina, and being handed a humiliating defeat at the hands of
Trippi, Rauch, and Company from
the University of Georgia. Clemson started the season with a 39-0
win over P. C, and since then
has tasted victory only once, that
being at the expense of V. P. I.
(Note: Furman's game with V. M.
I. and Clemson's tangle with Tulane had not been reported at
press time.)
Coach Smith will bring a wellrounded squad over from Greenville. Furman has long been noted
for its scat backs, and this year,
"Skeeter" Coyle handles a majority of the running, punting and
passing. In the plunging back position will be "Luke" Barnett and
"Red" Owens. The line will be
fortified by Captain Fred Hillard,
"Preacher'-' McQueen, Jack Summers, Tom Wham, and Randy
Elvington.
In past years, the tussles of
these two teams have been thr'llers, and this year will be no exception. Dating back to the days
of John Heisman, Josh Codv. Jess
Neely, "Dad" Amis, and "Dizzy"
McLeod, Clemson and Furman
have played games that have left
people talking for weeks afterwards. In the past decade, Furman has produced such notable
players as Bob King, now the line
coach at Furman, June Scott,
Rhoten Shetley, "Pepper" Martin,
Dewey Proctor,- and others too
numerous to mention. Each year,
Clemson has put just as good, or
better, men to face these Furman
football "greats." Among the men
to leave gridiron history at Clemson have been the Payne boys,
Joe, Oliver, and "Booty," "Tuffy"
Timmons, Shad Brvant, Joe B1!lock, and "Bonnie Ban's" McFadden. the latter two having been
mentioned on several Ail-American selections.
The two teams .started the football conquest against each other
back in 1896. Since then, they
have p'ayed thirty-one contests.
The Country Gentlemen have
brought honor back to Tigertown
seventeen times, while Furman
has come out victorious ten times.
The sp'rit at both schools is
very high. Clemson holds a slight
edge in weight, while Furman
11
as the speed. The game will be a
toss-up, and the 20,500 capacity
crowd expected to see the clash
will have every opportunity to
root for their respective team. A
big pep meeting will be held on
both campuses prior to the game,
and each team will be out to win.
However, if Clemson's plans go
through, that Hurricane that
blows in w'll be reduced to a mere
breeze, and will hardly be able to
blow its way back to Furman.

Reorganized Minor V
Elects Club Officers
J. Edward Webb, electrical engineering senior of Bishopville,
was elected President of the recently reorganized Minor "C"
Club.
Other officers are: Vice President, Joe Mann, electrical engineering senior of Greenville; and
Secretary and Treasurer, Arthur
Rollins.
electrical
engineering
senior of Charleston.
The Minor "C" consists of men
who have earned letters in tennis, golf, swimming, rifle, and
cheer leading.
Twelve new members will be
initiated into the club in the near
future.
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Clemson Graduate
Rates Among Most
Decorated In War

Rev. Hardin Is
Reassigned Here
At the recent Upper
South
Carolina Methodist Conference
held on October 31, November 1,
2, and 3 at the Washington Street
Methodist Church in Columbia,
Rev Wannamaker Hardin was
reassigned to the Clemson Methodist Church.
Dr James E. Ward was reelected Lay Leader for the Conference for the coming year at
the same meeting.
Those attending the conference from Clemson were Rev
Wannamaker Hardin, Rev. Claude
Evans and Dr. James E. Ward.

Lt. Col. Derrill M. Daniel, Entomology '25, of Kingstree, won
the name of one of the best known
infantry officers in Europe and
s rated among the most deeorated
soldiers of World War II.
With the six clusters added to
his Silver Star, eaualed in the
honor by General MacArthur only, he also wears the Distinguished Service Cross, the Bronze Star
with two clusters, the Combat Infantryman's Badge, the EAME
theater ribbon with eight battle
stars, a Presidential
Unit citation
and on h:s shoulders, four rangeres awarded him by the Belgian and French governments.
Col. Daniel received his Master's and Doctor's degrees from
Cornell, and was employed as a
United States government Entomologist before being called to
active duty.

Pinson New President
Amateur Radio Club
—♦—

ROSE, ROSE ELLIS, AND ELLIS HAY

The Hays Combine School and Home
Life in the College's New Homes
By WILLIAM KENNERTY
Clemson's newest enterprise for
housing war veterans is the prefabricated homes that dot the
campus in all available space
from the Dairy Barn to the Seneca River.
Aproximately two hundred and
fifty of these buildings have been
built for married veterans and
their families. These houses have
one, two, or three bedrooms, a
living room, kitchen, and bath,
and are equipped with one circulatory heater, one ice box, one
hot water heater, and a kerosene
stove. However, the stove at the
house your correspondent visited
did not work, that of the Hay
family, so they had to bring
another stove ^from their home on
Johns Island.
Ellis Hay, a Navy veteran of
the Mediterranean returned to
school last February, bringing his
wife, Rose, and young daughter,
Rose Ellis, with him. He is taking Agricultural Engineering and
plans to finish in February, 1948.
There is no electricity bill for
those homes and the rent is fifteen dollars per month. Mail is
delivered twice daily to the front
door, just like the days back
home, only the one mail carrier
has quite a walk to reach all of
the houses scattered about the
campus.
The occupants furnish all the
i furniture other than that mentioned, and Rose seems to
have most of the furniture in the
Hay's apartment; most of the
pieces that everyone falls over,
at least. She has a play pen, crib,
swing, and numerous other play-

J. Ray Pinson, Industrial Education Senior from
Greenville,
was named president of the Clemson Amateur Radio Club at a
recent meeting.
Other officers
include secretary-treasure V L
Turner, Chemistry Senior from
Birmingham, Alabama and publicity chairman J C Martin, Electrical Junior from Orangeburg.
A transmitter is to be set up
in the near future and the Club
plans to transmitt on all bands,
both voice and code
All boys with « geniune inter-est in amateur radio are invited
to join the club, whose purpose
is the training in code practice toward an amateur licence
-^—
— New Student Director —
Jack L. Lytton, Architecture
'42 from Cheraw, has been appointed student director of the
Clemson Methodist Church by
the Board of Stewards.
While a student at Clemson
Lytton was an active member of
the YMCA and the Wesley Foundation Lytton was on the YMCA
Cabinet . and Vice President of
the Wesley Foundation. "

things that she took great delight
in giving to everyone.
When the Hays wish to go out
for an evening's entertainment,
little Rose is left next door to
play with the neighbor's young
daughter, and when the neighbors go out Ellis and. Rose take
care of the neighbor's little offspring.
During the summer the Hays
had a vegetable garden and were
able to grow numerous delicacies
for the table, thereby stretching
the ninety dollars a month a little
farther.. Now that the garden is
finished, the Hays' parents on
Johns Island have their farms
cleaned out during weekend visits
home. In his spare time during
the spring and summer, Ellis
worked on the new houses that
were being built on the campus,
but now his schedule is filled
with afternoon and Saturday
classes, so his extra work has
been curtailed.
There were so many babies
born during the month of August
that Rose blames Ellis for ruining the budget, because he's taken up the habit of smoking cigars after having been given so
many in celebration of blessed
events.
At the present the food situation is very bad as so many
foods are unavailable, but this
problem is improving daily. By
the white squares blowing in the
breeze on the clothes line one
would think that the problem of
DR. THEO L. VAUGHAN
the day was diapers, or rather
Dr. Theo L. Vaughan, mechanthe lack of them, and not the
scarcities of food as most people ical engineering '24 of Anderson
County, has recently been assignseem to think.
ed to the Social Science Analyst
department for the Bureau of Agricultural Economics with headquarters here in Clemson.
Dr. Vaughan will make rural
life studies cooperatively with Dr.
G. H. Aull. Prior to coming to
Clemson, he was with the Regional Leader for the Division of
Farm population and Rural Welfare, Bureau of Agricultural Economics in Little Rock, Ark.

Webb Chosen Head
Local Alumni Chapter
Dr. H. J. Webb, Toxicologist
and Chief Chemist of the Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department of Clemson, was elected President of the local chapter
of Clemson Alumni at its meeting
last week. Other officers elected
were: Mr. P. H. Gooding, Experimental Poultryman, Vice-president; and Dr. Frank Schirmer,
Assistant Professor of Chemistry,
Secretary.
Mr. G. E. Metz, Registrar, outlined in a talk to the group the
present work toward a "Bigger
and Better Clemson." Also speaking at the meeting was Mr. W. W.
Jordan of the Veteran's Administration who explained the functions of the VA Training Office
at Clemson.

APOLOGY"
We're wrong!
Apologies are hereby made for
unfortunate error in the latest issue of The Tiger.
The late W. S. Morrison was
not, as The Tiger made mention,
Professor of Mathematics, but
was Professor of History. Affectionately called Jo Jo by his many
associates,
Professor
Morrison
taught at Clemson from 1892 until 1922.
Students at Clemson awoke on the morning of November 1 to
Thanks to our numerous readsee a bright new '47 looking down on them from Clemson's sprinkler ers we were able to make this
system tank on the top of Hotel Kill. T^iis fire-prevention storage correction.
tank has been the object of many a student's midnight energy ever
since it was erected in 1936. Recently all the old class numerals
were covered with shining silver paint, but on Halloween night an
unknown party started the ball rolling again.

New Members Tapped
Into Beta Sigmi Chi

Reorganized Jungaleers Consist
Of Many Professional Musicians
By ALFRED ROBINSON
Enthusiastic dancers from this
and neighboring states can once
again enjoy music by the Jungaleers, Clemson's own dance band.
The recently reorganized band has
been rated as one -of the best collegiate swing bands in the south.
The emulating Jungaleers orchestra is now: made up of experienced mus cians, many with
professional experience; none the
least of whom is the leader and
first sax man, William L. "Willie"
Whisnant, who is in his fourth
year with the Jungaleers.
Whisnant announces that the
band is up to its pre-war standards and is open for engagements.
Backed by the return of four former members and the addition of
two new musicians, Whisnant says
that the season looks like a very
successful one for the Jungaleers.
In fact most of the Christmas
holiday openings have already
been filled.
Recently a bus was bought to
take the orchestra on its many
scheduled trips: to ^name a few
places where the Jungaleers are
going; to Sumter, Manning, Greenville, Rock Hill, Charlotte and
Charleston.
William L. Whisnant, Textile
and Mechanical Engineer senior
from Charlotte has had professional experience with Billy
Knauff's band and was also featured with other Charlotte bands.
George Williams, Civil Engineering junior of Orangeburg,
is providing tenor rides for the
sax action. He is a former Jungaleer man and while in the Army
played with various dance bands.
T. A. Jeffords, Textile Chemistry
sophomore of Orangeburg, fills
the bill with alto sax, and also as
novelty vocalist. Jeffords played
with various Army orchestras
while in the service. U. U. "Monty" Beville, Pre-Medicine junior
from Greenville, completes the
sect'on with the tenor sax. While
in the, Air Force Beville played
with many dance bands.
Jack Cooper, Mechancal Engineering junior from Greenville,
is the first trumpet player. Coop-

Agricultural Fraternity Taps New
Members; Initiation Begins Soon
Ten new members . have been
selected for the recently activated Clemson chapter of
Alpha
Zeta, national honorary scholastic
fraternity for agricultural students. Formal initiation of these
pledges will be held November
14.
The new members are: J. S.
Alexander, Horticulture Senior,
of Seneca; E. E Bishop, Agronomy Senior, of Spartanburg; D
M Camp, Animal Husbandry
Senior, of Bakersville, Calif.; S.
J. Hadden, Agronomy
Soecial
student, of Westminster; C. B
Jordan, Entomology Senior, of
Marion; J W. Lyle, Dairying
PostGrad; H. L Parr, Agronomy Senior, of Newberry; P
M Smith, Horticulture Senior, of
Greenville; B J Stanek, Dairying Senior, of Madison, Wis ; RO. Williams. Animal Husbandry
Senior, of Marion.
Former members in college are
W. B Camt). J. H Horton, J.
S. Barker and J. C. Michael.

High School Students
Prepare Presentation
—•*■—

WHAT A LIFE, a three act
comedy by Clifford Goldsmith,
will be presented on November
22, under the auspices of
the
Parent-Teacher Organization, in
the
Calhoun-Clemson
High
School auditorium.
The play, in which Henry Alrich was created, is included in
Burns Mantel's collection of BEST
PLAYS. The plot is based upon
the problems of nigh school life,
and "tells of the somewhat backward son of a Phi Beta Kappa
father who was expected to make
Princeton, but could not even
make the Junior Prom."
The cast of characters, composed entirely of high
school
students, includes Willis Norman,
Dorothy Newman, Charles Gage,
Anne Aull, Foote
Goodman,

Boots Pickney, Lewis Henry,
Jeane Duncan,, Charles Meiberg,
Sarah Gene McGraw,
Tommy
Skelton, Ann Trivley, John Cannon, Dewey Brock, Beverly Ware,
and Joan Milner.

Dr. Brown Announces
Increase In Textile
Staff And Positions
—■*■—

Dr. Hugh M. Brown, Dean of
the Clemson School of Textiles,
announced the augmentation of
his staff by six members, four
of which are filled newly created
positions.
Vacant positions have been filled by Dr. James H. Langston and
Arvid Czarnitski, Associate Professors in Textile Chemistry.
Thomas A. Hendricks and Morris D. Moore have been "appointed as instructors in Textiles;
John S. Graham, as Assistant in
Research Testing; and Laconla
H. Hance, as Instructor in Weaving and Design.
Of the latter, three are Clemson
alumni: Hance, who graduated
last summer after his return
from the Army; Moore, '42; and
Graham, '42.

For SOUVENIR Pics
Look For Our Booth
At

AUTUMN BALL
Tigler and Levite

We at the Clemson College YMCA are grateful:
1 For you and for all other friends who have done so much
to make the program and service of the "Y" effective.
2 For the privilege of serving at the busy cross-roads ot lite
where so many interesting people are, have been, and will yet come
3. To you who have made a better job, a better home and a
better community—we are thankful.
4. For friends, work, service to others and cooperation with

VETS MAKE FURNITURE
Clemson's married veterans in
a specially designed woodworking course are helping to balance
the monthly budget of $90 by
mak;ng furniture for their recently completed pre-fab houses.
This class is under the direction
of Professor J. L. Marshall and
Associate Professor D. C. Brock.
Tables, chairs, beds, storage
chests, and bookcases are among
the items being turned out.
In fifty-one seasons of football,
Clemson has won thirty-six opening games, losing eight, and tieing seven.

er, a former Jungaleer member,
has played with Army bands and
other orchastras. Jack Baldwin,
Electrical Engineer of Orangeburg, is not only a member of the
trumpet section, but also a spec'al
arranger. The band is featuring
many of the arrangements by
Baldwin. Derrick Stalvey, PreMedicine - freshman of Georgetown, has only recently completed
a summer tour of the beaches
with Bobo Smith's orchestra. Stalvey is the only cadet on the band.
J. ,T. Ted Gregory, Civil Engineer sophomore from Union, is
featured as trombone soloist.
Gregory has played w'th many
service bands and upon returning
to school last February helped in
reorganizing the Jungaleers.
Al Ballenger, Electrical Engineer sophomore from Greenville,
played bass for three years with
an Army band.
George H. Aull, mechanical
senior from Clemson, is playing
his fourth year with the Jungaleers as piano man. While overseas, Aull led his own dance band.
B. "Neal" Compton, Industrial
Education sophomore of Greenwood, completes the rhythm section of the band oh drums and
also serves as business manager.
Comptom led his own orchestra in
Greenwood.
William "Bill" Irving, Agricultural Engineer senior of New
York, is again with the Jungaleers as vocalist and front man.
Irving has been affiliated with
several name bands in the north
and has sung in many well known
nightclubs.

Sponsors for members of the Central Dance Association for this
weeks Autumn Ball Series are (top row,: 1. to r.), Jane Woodcock of
Beta Sigma Chi tapped six Converse College and Georgetown for Vice President Bud Ryan, and
new members into membership Libby Craig of Limestone College and Gastonia, N. C. for Designer
at the weekly meeting held last Charlie Cheatham. (Bottom row) Ann Cooke of Wadesboro, N. C.
Monday night.
for President John L. Brady and Mrs. F. B. Sanders for Treasurer
The new members are Harry F. B. Sanders.
Hutson, Mechanical Engineering
Junior of Charleston,
Pittman
Seay, Civil Engineering sophomore of Charleston, Ted Melchers, Electrical Engineering sophomore of
Mount
Pleasant,
Henry Tecklenberg,
Pre-Medicine Sophomore of Charleston, A.
M Lofton, Agronomy sophomore
of McClellanville, and Ferd Gregorie, Agriculture sophomore of
Mount Pleasant
The new initiates will undergo
an informal initiation
for ten
days.

The above five men were recently elected into Tiger Brotherhood. Bottom row, left to right: Student members; Minge Reed
and Jim Austell. Top row: Faculty members; Mr. Bratton Williams, Dr. Howard Hunter, and Dr. George Aull.
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The Flower Shop of

Catherine Rowe
!il

I
1^

"Flowers with Personality"
Corsages — Wedding Flowers, Decorations
Funeral Designs — Hospital Arrangements

417 Green Street - Rock Hill, S. C.
Phone 1360-J

Gratitude and Ingratitude

'«!»■'«■

Welborn Cook, Chemistry Engineering of Atlanta, Georgia, and
Will L. Kinard, Animal Husbandry of Columbia extend mutual congratulations on their recent election as President and Vice President,
respectively, of the Senior Class.
Walter L. Terrell, Mechanical Engineering of Jacksonville,
Florida was elected Secretary-Treasurer in a run off with P. C.
Aughtry, and Ralph Collins, Electrical Engineering of Ninety Six,
was named Historian.

A

DR. DALE MOODY
Dr. Dale Moody of the Theological faculty at the Southern
Baptist Seminary in Louisville,
will be the main speaker during
the Deep Religious Thinking
Week to begin Monday at the
Clemson Baptist Church.

Best Possible
SERVICE
Given At All Times"

The Cadet Laundry
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

5.' For much in life that makes today a satisfaction and tomorrow anticipated hope.
Students, ROTC, Veterans, Campus Folk, Visitors—All! You
will enjov the Clemson "Y" Vespers Programs! Good speakersMusic—news and travel reels—show your appreciation by attending Speakers coming . . . November 10, Dr. T. S. Buie of Spartanburg- November 17, Dr. Dale Moody of Louisville, Ky.; November
24 Mr A. H. Ward of Aiken; December 1, delegation from Limestone College; December 8, delegation from University of South
Carolina; December 15, delegation from Converse College Some
speakers we have had recently include Rev. Harold Cole, Dr. Crouch,
Mr II T Haywood, Mr. Roy Cooper, Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Rev
Claude Evans, Mr. L. P Hollis of Greenville, Major General Floyd
L Parks Mr. R. W. Frost of University of Tenneesee, Rev. Wannamaker Hardin, Rev. H. B. Ingalls of New York and Governor-elect
J. Strom Thurmond.
. 1
■
None of us wish to appear ungrateful or unappreciative Frequently we express our thanks in words and our actions help to
nullify our good intentions. It will help very much m the Y it
students and others who use the build'ng will place paper, trash
and cigaret butts in receptacles, also put magazines back on tables
and desks. If you have taken a magazine to your room, please
bring it back and an extra magazine you may be through reading.
We wish to have some Open House programs or special occasions for all student and campus groups. See Mr. Holtzy at the
Y and arrange for your group.
.
The "Y" cabin is available for Clemson groups and visiting
groups. Special programs are provided for campus boys and girls
on Saturday morning from 9:30 to 10:30 and college students from
10:30 to 1:00. Many pamphlets and bits of reading material are
available for those who are interested in religious and social questions.
, , ,
.• .
We wish to thank you and many who have helped us in the
work of the Clemson College YMCA and to express our sense of
gratitude anew to many who have made possible the extension of
this work in the State, in neighboring states and through many
parts of the world.
Another issue of the "Y" News Letter will be ready soon. If
you care to have a copy, or know of some friends who would like
to have one, please send a card giving name and correct address.
CLEMSON COLLEGE "Y"' CABINET AND STAFFBy: P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.
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